FIRST  DIFFICULTIES
My favourite walk during the days of enforced leisure that
followed was at the heels of the water-carriers. In the full
pails swinging from the ends of the yoke a piece of wood
always floated to prevent the water from splashing and over-
flowing. Street hawkers went up and down, each giving his
own peculiar cry. There were barbers as well as menders of
broken bowls, and vendors of frozen pears or of thick bean
soup with almonds floating about in it. Street urchins ran
here and there in their comfortable divided trousers, each
little pigtail sticking out at a right angle to the owner's head.
Whenever I stopped to recharge the mysterious little box
that was my Leica camera, the brats would surround me like
a cloud of mosquitoes to pounce on the strips of film I threw
away, and the apathetic policeman would, for a moment,
look terrible and disperse them.
All the men wore full trousers gathered in with little bands
about the ankle, which made them look like skiers. Working-
men do not wear the long robe but a short jacket lined with
sheep's wool. Following the water-carriers, I went out by
the North Gate which pierces the high enceinte like a tunnel
and which is dominated by a pavilion of three decreasingly
wide tiers. Beyond, I found myself in complete quiet, on
the banks of the great river and facing a wide, restful
landscape. On the shore, a raft of twelve goatskins was
propped up against its oar, drying in the sun. Later it
would be carried back on the shoulders of one man to
the village from which it had come, situated many days'
journey up the river. Farther away the marvellous frame-
work of an irrigation wheel, motionless against the pale
yellow sky, caught the eye. The river was very low, and as
the wheel was at a distance from the bank, its buckets must
remain long unfilled.
Further up, the river was crossed by an iron bridge.
Opposite me, on the face of the cliff, like a Way of the Cross
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